Display Screen Equipment Eye Test Form

A. Eye test authorisation

Name:

Date:

As a qualifying display screen equipment (DSE) user, you are entitled to undergo an eye and eyesight test with an optician. The purpose of this is to determine whether or not you require glasses solely for use with DSE.

You may attend an optician of your choice. This may be done during the working day. However, where possible, we would expect you to arrange an appointment for the beginning or the end of the working day.

Please retain the receipt and attach it to this form and pass onto your line manager. Please note that we cannot refund the cost of your eye test unless we receive this documentation.

B. For optician’s use only

Are glasses to be supplied exclusively for DSE use?

Yes? ☐ No? ☐

When should the eye test be repeated for DSE purposes?

3 years? ☐ 2 years? ☐ 1 year? ☐

I confirm that the above named employee has received a full eye and eyesight test in compliance with the Health and Safety (Display Screen Equipment) Regulations 1992.

Name: Date: